Our Strategic Intentions: The strategic intentions and the high-level leadership principles we in southern Alberta must form and live by, if our vision is to be realized.
4.
Our Strategic Goals: The major multi-year goals to which we will commit, the achievement of which will reinforce our intentions and contribute to the vision being realized. This element of the SAL Strategy will include specification of the key resource and environmental assets to be protected and the issues and opportunities that could threaten these assets.
5.
Our Management Strategies: The management approaches -principles, policies, processes and governing structures -that we in southern Alberta will utilize consistently at a regional and subregional scale in order to implement the outcomes , achieve the goals, form our intentions, realize our vision and address key issues and opportunities.
These five elements can be conceived as a set of concentric circles, each successive element being held within the context of the previous element. In a well-formed strategy there will be a clear line of sight from the management level of action, to and through Our Strategic Goals, to and through Our Strategic Intentions, to and through Our Vision, to Out Situation. The reverse will also be true. See Figure 1 . In order to allow this Appendix to be used as a stand-alone document, this section repeats information found in the From Design to Methods Document. (February 19, 2007) 
